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Across

Down

1 In a bind when studying at university hating computers
(2,7,2)

1 Posh politician gets one phone call when controlling
matches (8)

7/28 Study tracking fish being a growth area (6)

2 In time, perhaps disarm ogre that's very upset (8)

9 A long time after President's summons (5)

3 Passage in Lolita is legendary (5)

10 Perhaps Tommy Cooper essentially sparked collapsing
(4,5)

4 Shark tracks growth area (7)

11 Make a stink about artillery unit having one piece of
ordnance to protect Europe (5,4)

6 In contact with Dutch ambassador visiting well-kept
Norwegian port (9)

12 Live down hole in the ground (5)

7 Bloke's expression of surprise gets almost no support (6)

13 Initiating tax levy on organisation shows originality (7)

8 Bank holds a pound, in fact (6)

15 Woodland creatures sleep, so they say (4)
18 Senior political analyst trains leaders for fight (4)

14 Tangled pearl string the result of going round faster than
the rest (3,6)

20 Problem with Australian literature possibly backing
Indonesia to some extent (7)

16 Stick around: refusal to accommodate Germany will lead
to impasse (8)

23 Permission to quit (5)

17 Mother and son fuss over head of neolithic extinct beast
(8)

24 Objection to old king welcoming leaders of every rural
neighbourhood - it's a squash! (9)
26 Admission of being hit by vehicle seen in hieroglyph (9)
27 Get out of having no spade? (5)
28 See 7
29 Perhaps Lorna's looking small and delicate to commit
suicide (2,7,2)

5 Attempted to change course before being guided (7)

19 Leaves broadacast for the purpose of endorsing Obama's
leadership (7)
20 Calm about dropping out at the beginning - put that in
your pipe and smoke it! (2,5)
21 Cut parasites in South Dakota (6)
22 Painter starts getting busy with rector, working for
commissioner (6)
25 England probably held up cheer (5)

